Education Week Observed At G. C. S. W. Past Week

Interesting and Instructive Programs Carried Out Under Direction of Dr. Geo. H. Webber

G. C. S. W. participated in the action-wide observance of Education Week from Nov. 6 through Nov. 12 by a series of programs designed to further the educational interest and work of the School. Dr. Webber, head of the School under the direction of Dr. George Horace Webber, was responsible for the direction of the entire activity.

On Tuesday morning, Nov. 8, Dr. Webber introduced the subject by reading Christina O. K. Johnson's. Her commandments for school children. "The House for the Homeless." The manuscript was read by the "School of Farmers." Miss Johnson told of the early days of the plantation buildings and equipment, while Mr. Emmett spoke of rural methods and principles of instruction.

The theme for Wednesday was "The Contests of Progress." Dean Binnick took part in the discussion of the great contests in school work since the days of old, showing the way and giving tips on the subject of universal education, vocational training, and individual education. Dean Wright then pointed out the progress which has been made in educational facilities during the last two centuries.

On Thursday morning the seniors had charge of the program, a theme "Opportunity of the Century." Francis Adams in his address emphasized the elements involved in equalizing education, namely, the need for a school system, compulsory attendance, and the creation of industrial labor force, necessary to increase the opportunities of every child. Adams Wilson then summarized the theme with a presentation of the advantages of universal education, for which colleges offer fees to students. Miss Wellingh Stevens, of Okefenokee, a prominent leader of the women suffrage movement, was introduced on her way in Miss H造船idey, by read conditions, and carried on in her way in Dr. Webber's words: "Leaders of the American nation as portrayed and industrial education." Miss Wellingh then pointed out the progress which has been made in educational facilities during the last two centuries.

Joseph Selman is Interviewed On His Visit Here

Dr. Webber said that it would be a difficult task to select the key that has the most outstanding character, as Shakespeare created them all. However, in selecting the key that has the most outstanding character, he would choose King Lear because he is a remarkable character.

Armistice Day is Observed Here

EXERCISES APTIMATELY ARRANGED CARRIED OUT IN LARGE ACADEMY

Armistice Day was fittingly observed in a program sponsored by the Student Council and held by the large academy. The program was attended by a large number of students from G. C. S. W., the military colleges, Milligan College, and the public schools.

The play was splendidly presented and showed dramatized pageants in three acts especially, with the appearance of the spirit of King Lear's father, the mock marriage, and the graves digging.

Armistice Day was observed in a program sponsored by the American Legion and held by the large academy. The program was attended by a large number of students from G. C. S. W., the military colleges, Milligan College, and the public schools.

The play was splendidly presented and showed dramatized pageants in three acts especially, with the appearance of the spirit of King Lear's father, the mock marriage, and the graves digging.

Joseph Selman was interviewed on his visit here. He is a remarkable character, as Shakespeare created them all. However, in selecting the key that has the most outstanding character, he would choose King Lear because he is a remarkable character.

Arms and Armistice Day is Observed Here

JUNIOR CLASS HAS "CIRCUS BANQUET"

College To Open In Room of Highly Enjoyable Event Saturday Evening

The Junior Class gave a "Circus Banquet" in the tea room Saturday afternoon. The tea room was set up for the occasion, with circus paper decorations, gold borders, and confetti. The tables were set with candy and circus toys, and each table had a miniature circus animal as a centerpiece.

The idea was to create a fun and exciting atmosphere in the room using circus-themed decorations. The attendees enjoyed the lively atmosphere and overall circus-themed experience.

The tea room was decorated with circus-themed decorations. The tables were set with candy, circus paper decorations, and gold borders, and each table had a miniature circus animal as a centerpiece. The attendees enjoyed the lively atmosphere and overall circus-themed experience.

Who's Who Among Seniors Selected

CLASSIFICATION OF RANKING STUDENTS BROUGHT OUT IN THE "WHO'S WHO"

"Who's Who" in the Senior class was decided at a class meeting in the tea room Saturday afternoon. The seven girls of whom full page pictures will be published in "Who's Who" for the most beautiful, Miss Evelyn Studefast; for the most literary, Miss Rose McQuillen; for the most musical, Miss Illa Ellis Green; for the best all-around student, Miss Sonia Johnson; for the best athlete, Miss Carol Smith; for the most charming, Miss Frances Scrapin; and for the most innocent, Miss Horne-Russell, president of the Senior Class, the most gentle, and Miss Green.

On the day of the "Who's Who" event, the seven girls were chosen by club and class, and were featured in the "Who's Who" publication. The event was a celebration of the achievements and talents of the Senior Class members, highlighting their accomplishments and contributions to the school community.

Health Club Has Monthly Meeting

The Health Club held a monthly meeting at the altar, Saturday afternoon, November 10. The officers of the club called the meeting to order, and the officers were elected for the coming year. The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the principal and Miss Horne-Russell for their hard work and dedication.

Volley Ball Games By Terril Groups

The first game of the volley ball matches between the Terril B and C teams was played last Sunday afternoon with the results resulting in a victory for team B and C. The next match is to be played this Saturday evening.

The_movements included in this competition were: a "crazy cap," "magic tricks," "partners' dance," "crazy songs," "pranksters' pranks" and "animal crackers" and suggested in the form of "police calls." The games were played in the gymnasium, and the outcomes were exciting and entertaining for the students.

Health Club Has Monthly Meeting

The Health Club held a monthly meeting at the altar, Saturday afternoon, November 10. The officers of the club called the meeting to order, and the officers were elected for the coming year. The meeting ended with a vote of thanks to the principal and Miss Horne-Russell for their hard work and dedication.

On the day of the "Who's Who" event, the seven girls were chosen by club and class, and were featured in the "Who's Who" publication. The event was a celebration of the achievements and talents of the Senior Class members, highlighting their accomplishments and contributions to the school community.
Observation of Education Week

The past week has marked the tenth annual celebration of public education in America, and has been acclaimed as a great success. American Education Week is for the purpose of calling the attention of every American to the fact that the interest and support of the public are essential to the success of our schools.

To different individuals, Education Week means different things. To the child, it means appreciation not only of his good fortune in having the public schools of America at his service, but also the recognition of the day that the public schools do not turn a profit, but serve the community. To the younger, it means a new and more complete understanding of the public schools and the services they render. To the mother, it means a closer and more frequent contact with the school and a more definite knowledge of what is going on in the school.

And speaking of confidence, it should be remembered that everyone has a right to be in the public schools. This year, for example, 12,000,000 children in the United States are in the public schools, and it is estimated that there are 12,000,000 children under the age of 16 who are not in the public schools.

Fair to All

The purpose of Education Week is to foster a deeper appreciation of the public schools and to make more people aware of the fact that the public schools are not only for the children, but for everyone.

The Marks of Leadership

The choice of leaders is frequently easier than the choice of a leader. A leader must be a man of vision, a man of action, a man of courage, a man of integrity, a man of wisdom, and a man of experience. A leader must be a man, and a woman. It is not necessary for a leader to have all these qualities, but it is necessary for a leader to have some of them.

The Marks of Leadership

1. Decision-making: A leader must have the ability to make decisions. A leader must be willing to take responsibility for his decisions.

2. Communication: A leader must be able to communicate his ideas and his plans to others.

3. Leadership: A leader must have the ability to influence others and to lead them.

4. Vision: A leader must have a clear vision of the future.

5. Integrity: A leader must have integrity. A leader must be honest and trustworthy.

6. Experience: A leader must have experience. A leader must have the ability to think and act in new situations.

The choice of leaders is not easy, but it is necessary for the success of any organization.
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A survey recently made by the New York Times of the college enrollment for the fall of 1932 shows a slight increase in the enrollment in women's colleges; though there is a decrease in the general enrollment in the United States.

The survey includes seven prominent private and private schools, which taken together shows a decrease from 148,411 in 1931 to 138,462 in 1932. Colleges in the New York Times, are the last institution to feel the depression although, although personal survey reports an urgent need for scholarships, loans, deferred payments, and opportunities for earning during the college year.

A very net statistic, (taken from the report) is the "in-crease which it shows on the part of the American people in higher education and the determination to have it at any sacrifice." More of the older stat-istics are taking advantage of the fact that while business opportuni-ties are smaller, the time can be satisfactorily employed in time spent in a college or university.

"Students who normally would have gone to the higher degrees for a graduate work, re-pur-pose the University of California, and students who left the time saving degree (at least) to those under-graduates who work or graduate work for a degree which they didn't get before. In the case of these, they are putting their time to the best advantage, "

PLAYS ORGAN
AFTER THREE WEEKS
Brookline, Pp. (PA.)—June G. Clark, (Kedwey’s Bridge), girl, learned to play a pipe organ during two weeks. Miss Clark is an organist at the Brickdale Temple Lathock Church.

CHURCH IS 388 YEARS OLD
Abercrombie, PA. (PA.)—The Church of Christ is the oldest, in this area, having been organized in the 16th century, recently celebrated its 388 birthday.

THIEF STEALS
COURT TESTIMONIES
Reception, (PA.)—The "remonstrance" is reported to have occurred the Monday Cer-emony out house and taken every article of value, including fine rugs, silverware, and books.

BILL’S
KAMELION
SHOP
For Good Papers
For Good Sandwiches
Free Papers to
Viola Caruth, Mary Valentine
Wynell Taylor

FARM PLACES 13 FRENTS
LAPEY, (PA.)—Twenty of the 27 axioms from the Seymour Miller farm went prior to the 13 farms, from this district.

HARRY KEPT FOR 80 YEARS
MOODY, (PA.)—J. H. Moody, who recently celebrated his 80th birthday, has kept a diary every day for 80 years.

POLICE LOST TELEPHONE
LYNN, Mass. (UP) — The telephone at Metropolis Police Headquarters has been discovered as an economy measure.

WOMAN NEVER MISSES FAIR
HICKEY, (PA.)—Mrs. W. H. Hickey hasn’t missed an Oregon State Fair since 1905.

MAIL ROUTES ARE MERGED
MOODY, (PA.)—An economy move, several mail routes were merged here.

Miss Patty Summersong; spent the weekend in Mansfield, Oa.

We believe in good work, good service, and good material.

Free Delivery

Harrington Shoe Shop

COLONIAL
Coming Nov. 21 and 22
CHARLES PAYNE
and JANET GAYNOR

THE FIRST YEAR

COUNTRY'S BUSIEST TOWN

CLEM BELL

BELL'S

“Clean With Snow”
3 Plain Dresses 95c
2 For 1.50

Snow’s Laundry and
Dry Cleaning Co.
Phone 446

Almost—Marie Parker

Decorate Your Room

THANK YOU

We think a little extra care is a thing worth doing.

HARRINGTON SHOE STORE

Uniform Sweaters 25c
ONE DAY SERVICE
Free Cleaning to Betty Hill
ODORLESS

TOM’S BAKE SHOP
Barbecue Sandwiches.
Toasted Sandwiches of All Kinds

SLIP ON CAYTIES
GRAND OPENING
10 X 10 - $6.95
12 X 12 - $7.95
15 X 15 - $9.95
20 X 20 - $14.95
30 X 30 - $24.95

PHONE 202 — GET IT AT HARRIS HALL’S — PHONE 202

“I Love You”

“Remembrance Day”

“Generals”

“Over the Hill”